In this paper, the eect of a subwavelength thin layer on all-optical diode action in a one-dimensional photonic crystal is investigated. The photonic multilayer structure is considered as (BA) 6 (AB) 6 C(AABB) 6 , where layers A and B are nonlinear and linear materials respectively, and C is a thin layer with positive or negative-index material. The results are shown that by introducing a thin layer with dierent optical properties the all-optical diode eciency is controllable. In our numerical results, the transmission contrast of the structure, without the thin layer is obtained as 0.63, with a positive index material layer nearly zero and with a negative index material thin layer about 0.75.
Introduction
Photonic crystals (PCs), rstly introduced by Yablonovich [1] and John [2] , are periodic structures that are designed to control and manipulating of electromagnetic waves. The main characteristics of a PC structure is the photonic band gap where electromagnetic waves with frequency within the gap cannot propagate through the structure. In last two decades, due to special electromagnetic performance and potential applications of the PCs, more attentions are attracted to design the devices capable to control the photons [36] . Optical bistability (OB) is one of the important ways to manipulating of photon's transportations and can be used to design all--optical switching [7, 8] . OB can be induced by dynamic shifting of the band edge or resonant modes [9, 10] . Inouye and Kanemitsu experimentally observed mode shifting and opened the new elds in application of PCs in the nonlinear optical devices [11] .
The bistability of 1D PCs containing negative-index materials has also attracted much attention. The positive-negative-index periodic structures, containing a single nonlinear defect, have demonstrated tunable bistable switching and transmission [12] . It has been reported that introducing of a positive or negative--refractive index subwavelength thin layer in a 1D PC structure signicantly aects the bistability threshold [13, 14] . The OB performance of a spatially asymmetric PC structure together with anisotropy of the eld intensity distribution in layers puts the structure to be a device that is called all-optical diode (AOD). Such a device permits to pass an electromagnetic wave from one side of the structure but not from other side. AOD is an electronic analogue of the electric diode that passes electricity from one side only. AOD is a spatially nonreciprocal device that plays important role in all optical signal processing. In the last years, most attentions are directed to design new AOD structures or to optimize its eciency. AOD is characterized by the transmission
where T L and T R are left and right incident transmissions, respectively.
It has been shown that AOD performance can be achieved from a simple photonic multilayer of (AB) m (BA) n (BBAA) k and the eect of dierent period numbers m, n, and k on AOD eciency has been investigated [15] . In this paper, we consider this PC structure for m = n = k = 6 that is: (BA)
with an inserted subwavelength thin layer denoted by C. Thickness of the thin layer is a fraction of wavelength (λ/8). The refractive index of thin layer can be conventional positive-index dielectric material (PIDM) or negative index meta-material (NIMM). We have investigated eect of the thin layer on AOD contrast. In our study all of the layers A and B are nonlinear and linear material, respectively. The well-known transfer matrix method [16] is used to analysis of the TE electromagnetic wave propagation through the structure. According to this method, the normally incident electric E and magnetic H elds at the opposite sides of each single layer can be related in the following way:
here
where d j is the thickness of the layer with refractive index n j , ω is frequency and c the speed of light. We will assume that all materials are dispersionless and the refractive indices of the layers are frequency independent.
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The total transfer matrix of the whole structure can be obtained by multiplying together all transfer matrices of subsequent layers
and the transmission spectrum in terms of the matrix elements is given by T (ω) = 4
Results and discussions
In the numerical calculations the intensity dependent refractive index of the layer A is considered as n
A |E| 2 /2), where n A is the linear refractive index and χ
A the 3th-order nonlinear susceptibility. Layer B is a dielectric medium with linear refractive index of n B = 2.3 and n C = ±1.55 are used to refractive index value of the layer C. Designed wavelength is used as λ = 572 nm and the condition of n B d B = n A d A = λ/4 is applied for optical thickness of the both layers A and B. The thickness of layer C is taken to be λ/8 (subwavelength). Figure 1a shows the normalized eld distribution inside the layers for left incident at three cases; without the thin layer (blue), with a PIDM (red) and a NIMM thin layer (green). As it is seen, for the structure containing NIMM thin layer the eld localization is stronger than for the PIDM. Figure 1b shows the transmission versus of the input intensity (hysteresis) from the structure for the same condition. It is seen that for the NIMM thin layer, OB threshold is reduced and for PNDM it is increased. The results of Fig. 1 indicate that the nonlinear modications and hence dynamic variations in the case of NIMM thin layer would be greater than the PIDM. Since the OB threshold is proportional to the eld intensity inside the localized region it is predictable that the OB threshold in the case of NIMM would be lower than the PIDM one. Figure 2ac shows the hysteresis of transmission at three mentioned cases from the left to right (LR) and right to left (RL) beam incidences. It should be mentioned that dierence between LR and RL of the OB curves displays the AOD property of a PC structure. It is clearly seen that with NIMM thin layer the AOD eciency is better than the PIDM one. From the results of Fig. 2 , the transmission contrast of the AOD without thin layer (a) is about 0.63, with PIDM (b) about zero and with NIMM thin layer is (c) about 0.75. Fig. 2 . Transmission through the structure versus incident intensity (OB) for left and right side incidents for three cases of (a) without, (b) with a PIDM, and (c) with a NIMM thin layer. This is because that the positive and negative-index of the subwavelength layer have dierent eects on the linear defect mode, which strongly aects the OB threshold [15] . The linear defect mode shifts to lower frequencies in the case of positive-index layer and to higher frequencies in the case of negative-index layer one. The thin lm of the subwavelength layer introduces an additional phase shift that aects the Bragg resonant condition. For negative index layer, the negative phase shift of negative refraction causes the linear defect mode of the whole structure to shift on higher frequencies, which, at the linear case, get strong the electric eld intensity distribution in the nonlinear layers. So the threshold of OB decreases accordingly. In the case of a positive-index layer, opposite eects occur.
Conclusions
The eect of a subwavelength thin layer on AOD action in a one-dimensional multilayer photonic crystal structure of (BA) 6 (AB) 6 C(AABB) 6 investigated, with all of layers A nonlinear medium, all of B layers linear and C a thin layer with positive or negative-index material. The results show that by introducing the thin layer with different optical properties in the photonic structure, the resonant peak, OB threshold and AOD eciency can be controlled. We graphically illustrated that by a negative--index thin layer material AOD action is signicantly modied. The transmission contrast in the absent thin layer is obtained about 0.63, with PIDM nearly zero and with NIMM thin layer increased around 0.75.
